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Abstract. We give an O(17[ 3) algorithm for testing the Church-Rosser p operty of Thue systems 
using the linear string-matching algorithm by Knuth, Morris and Pratt (1977). This improves the 
earlier bound of O([ TI 6) given by Book and O'Dunlaing (1981). The proposed algorithm uses a 
reduction algorithm for finding a normal form of a string which is based on building a trie for 
matching a finite set of patterns, as proposed by Aho and Corasick (1975). 
1. Introduction 
We are given a Thue system T={(Li, Ri) l i= 1, . . . ,  n, IL, I>-IR, I} over a fixed 
alphabet ,Y. The elements of T are called rules. The Thue congruence defined by T 
is the reflexive transitive closure d~, of the relation ~ defined as follows: If (u, v) 
is an element of T, then, for all x, y, xuy ~ xvy and xvy,,-> xuy. A length-decreasing 
Thue system is one in which IL, I>IR, I, for every i. We write x-->y if x~y and 
Ixl > lyl. Let -~ denote the reflexive transitive closure of->. The relation -~ is referred 
to as reduction. A string is irreducible if --> is not applicable to it. 
A Thue system T is Church-Rosser if, for every choice of x and y, x~->y implies 
that for some z, x-~ z and y-~ z. Intuitively, in a Church-Rosser Thue system T, if 
two strings are reduced (using the replacement rules of S) to two distinct irreducible 
strings, then the two strings are not congruent. 
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For any string x, let ~ stand for an irreducible string obtained by successively 
applying reduction rules to x, i.e., replacing L/s whenever possible by the corre- 
sponding R/s. ~ is called a normal form of x. 
For example, if the given string x is focstoc and the Thue system 
S = {(foes, ocs), (stoc, sto)}, 
then g is ocsto. 
For an arbitrary Thue system T, a normal form of x need not be unique, but for 
a Church-Rosser Thue system, it is guaranteed to be unique. 
Nivat [7] proposed an algorithm to test whether or not the given system is 
Church-Rosser. Book and O'Dunlaing [3] described a polynomial-time algorithm 
for this problem. The complexity of their algorithm is O(I TIr), where I TI is the size 
of the given Thue system; their algorithm uses a linear-time reduction algorithm 
due to Book [2]. Herein, we describe an O(1TI 3) algorithm for testing whether or 
not the given system is Church-Rosser. The proposed algorithm uses the Knuth- 
Morris-Pratt pattern-matching al orithm (henceforth referred to as KMP) at various 
stages; it also uses a reduction algorithm which is linear in complexity (with a 
constant factor smaller than Book's algorithm) but is different from Book's algorithm. 
2. The issues involved 
The test for Church-Rosserness involves checking the following 3 conditions: 
(i) Size-preserving rule: The lhs (left-hand side) and rhs (right-hand side) of size 
preserving rules must have a common normal form. 
(ii) Substring condition: For any two rules Li ~ Ri and Lj ~ R~, if Lj is a substring 
of Li, then for every u, v, such that Li = uLjv, R~ and uRjv must have a common 
normal form. For example, if S={(abc, ab), (ab, d)}, then a---b= d, and abc= de; 
hence the system S is not Church-Rosser. 
(iii) Overlap condition: For any two rules L; ~ R~ and Lj ~ R~, where i and j are 
not necessarily distinct, if L~ = ux and L~ --- xv, where none of u, x, v is null (i.e., x 
is a proper overlap of L~ and Lj), then R~v and uRj have a common normal form. 
(Note that for a given L~ and Lj there may be several such proper overlaps, all of 
which must be checked out.) 
For example if S = {(aba, ab)}, then the self-overlapped string ababa could be 
reduced to two distinct normal forms, abba and abb; so, the given system S is not 
Church-Rosser. 
Borrowing the terminology of term rewriting systems (see, for instance, Guttag, 
Kapur and Musser [4]), the pairs generated from the substring and overlap conditions 
are called critical pairs: i.e., if Li = uLjv, then (R~, uRjv) is a critical pair; and if 
L~ = ux and Lj = xv (u, x, v non-null), then (R~v, uRj) is a critical pair. 
It is clear from the above that there are three issues involved in the algorithm. 
Let I T, I and I TRI stand for the sum of the sizes of the lhs and rhs, respectively, 
of the rules in T. Let I TI be I TLI +ITRI. Let r be the size of the longest rhs in T. 
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Problem 1 (normal form). Given a string x and a Thue system $, obtain a normal 
form ~ of x. Book [2] has described a linear-time algorithm with complexity 
o(I TLI* r* Ixl) in terms of the input string x. Instead, we discuss below a linear-time 
algorithm based on the KMP algorithm whose complexity is O(r* Ixl) in addition 
to O(ITLI) time taken to construct a machine to recognize the lhs's of rules once 
and for all. 
Problem 2 (generation of substrings). For a given $, for every i and j such that 
i #j ,  Li --> Ri, L~ - Rj and L~ = xLy, for each such x, y, check whether R~ and xRy 
are the same. 
Problem 3 (generation of overlaps). For a given S, for every i and j  such that Li + Ri, 
Lj-~ Rj and L~ and Lj properly overlap, consider all possible overlapped strings. 
For every overlapped string L~v = uLj, check whether R~v and uRj are the same. 
We proceed now to discuss our algorithm in detail. 
3. Normal-form reduction 
Following Aho and Corasick [1], we construct a trie for the given Thue system 
taking the lhs's of the rules. Corresponding to the end of each lhs of a rule, there 
will be a final state in which we store one of the corresponding rule numbers 
applicable at that state. Construction of such a trie takes time linear in the size of 
the given Thue system (sum of the size of the lhs's, in fact). 
A given string x is normalized by traversing the trie according to x. Whenever a
rule is applicable, we replace the corresponding substring in x by the rhs of the 
rule. If x = wlLiw2, the new x will be wlRiw 2. Instead of traversing the trie starting 
from the first character in the new x, we start traversing the first character of Ri. 
Such a traversal is possible because the state of the trie at the end of string w~ is 
remembered. If at any step two or more rules are possible because two substrings 
of x are lhs's, the algorithm selects that substring whose right end is the furthest 
left, making a choice if there are more than one with a common right end. (It does 
not matter how the algorithm akes this choice.) It should be clear that this algorithm 
produces a normal form ~ from an input x. Essentially due to Book [2], it involves 
substring checking and is in part similar to the KMP algorithm. 
Each character in x is scanned exactly once. If a substring of x is replaced by 
some Rj (because some Lj appears in x), then the characters in Rj will be scanned 
once for each replacement of the substring in x. Hence, the complexity of this part 
of our algorithm, normalizing x by means of the trie, is proportional to Ix[ * (1 + r), 
which is O(r*lxl). Note that the trie is built only once at a cost of lTd. 
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4. Substring condition 
Given the lhs's of two distinct rules, L~ and Lj, we use the KMP matching algorithm 
to get all possible substring matchings. Substring checking takes time proportional 
to O(It, I + Itjl). There are n * (n - 1)/2 pairs of such Li, Lj that need to be considered. 
For each pair i, j, there may be at most It, I -  Itjl + 1 substrings possible, assuming 
without loss of generality that IL, I >I Itjl. Obtaining the normal forms of a critical 
pair for each substring due to the substring condition will take time proportional 
to O(r*lL, I) as the longest string in the critical pair is of size at most It, I. 
For each pair i, j, the time complexity is at most O(r* ILi I* (ILi[- Itjl + 1)). 
Hence for all possible pairs, this becomes 
E E O(r*IL, I*(IL, I-ILjI+ 1)). 
i j 
This summation is at most O(1T[3). 
5. Overlap condition 
Given the lhs's Li and Lj of two not necessarily distinct rules i and j, all possible 
overlaps between these two strings can be obtained in linear time using the KMP 
algorithm as follows: 
The KMP algorithm constructs the failure function f for the pattern p being 
matched indicating how much the pattern should be advanced whenever the charac- 
ter of the subject being considered oes not match with the corresponding character 
in the pattern [5]. Suppose there is a pattern p[1]p[2].. ,  p[n]. Then f( i)  =j (O<~j < 
i<  n) means that p[1] . . ,  p[j]  is the longest string that is both proper prefix and 
suffix of p [1] . . ,  p[i]. Fig. 1 is an example. 
~"I' ' , v -b 
a b a 
' I 1 
, i l l  
c a b a b a 
' 1 
Fig.  1. 
To construct all overlaps of a string p on a string q (i.e., prefixes of p that are 
suffixes of q), we construct he failure function f on the pattern p # q, where # is 
a new symbol. Then the longest overlap has length f(Ipl+lql+ 1), the second longest 
f(f( IPl+lql+l)),  etc., until we reach 0. We do not regard the null string as an 
overlap. Fig. 2 is an example. 
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f---'a ' ' b a 
L ~ 
I 
b c 
r 
, I T  1 t l l  
a b a b a # b a b a 
' I 
Fig. 2. 
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11 
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a b a b 
T 
The above observation about obtaining overlaps from the KMP algorithm was 
mentioned in [6]. 
Thus, by considering the string Li # Lj (where # is a new symbol) as a pattern, 
we construct he failure function f and thereby get all overlaps of Li on Lj. For 
every overlap y, we get an overlapped string vyu, where Li = yu and Lj = vy. From 
vyu, we get a critical pair (Rju, vR~) by applying Lj --> Rj and Li --> R~, respectively. 
Then we obtain the normal forms for these two strings. Execution time is proportional 
to O(r* (ILl + I t,I)) as the longest string in the critical pair is of size at most ILl + It, I. 
There could be at most min{lLI, II.,I} overlaps between L~ and Lj. 
Hence the time taken for a pair (i, j) of rules is 
O(r* (ILl + ILjl)* (min{I L,I, I Ljl})). 
The time taken over all such pairs will be 
y~ o( (IL, I + II.,I) * (min{I Lil, II:,1}) * r). 
i j 
Thus the time complexity for the overlap condition also is at most O(I TI3) .  This 
bound on the complexity of checking the overlap condition is tight, as illustrated 
by a Thue system T with 2k rules whose lhs's are as follows (1 ~< i <~ k)" 
(ab)mci(ab)"a,  (ba)mci(ba)~b. 
Note that the number of proper overlaps for any given pair of lhs's is proportional 
to the length of each lhs. 
6. Conclusion 
Combining the above three steps---checks for size-preserving rules, substring 
condition and overlap conditionmthe total time complexity for the algorithm for 
testing the Church-Rosser property is O([ TI3). 
We would like to mention here that we have discovered how to reduce the substring 
condition to a simpler condition with lower time complexity. Although this fact does 
not affect the overall complexity of the algorithm, which is dominated by the 
complexity of the overlap condition, itcan be used to obtain lower time complexity for 
testing the Church-Rosser property for a restricted subset of Thue systems, as will be 
discussed in a subsequent paper. 
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